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CLUB MEETINGS
April 2018
5th

Peter Wilson, Cancer
Centre Appeal.
Vot/H&G: Colin Bennett

12th

Sarah Thakkar

VoT/Host Bill Frame
19th

The Gurkhas

Major(Rtd) Udaibahadur
Gurung MBE.
VoT/H&G: David Jones
26th A G M & B u s i n e s s
Meeting

!
!
Spring
is
sprung!
At last spring is
here!!
Our thanks to
John
Parsonson,
Artist in
Residence, for
this beautiful
painting of
primroses.

!
!

OoR: Tony Blaxill
May 2018
3rd

DG visit Nick Sillitoe

Vot/H&G:

President Peter

10th S t e p h e n P e n r o s e
interview - David London
Vot/H&G President Peter
17th

Scott Goodfellow

Robin’s Report!

!

Why is Robin so
hard at work at a
lunch?
See page
5 for the answer

VoT/Host TBA
24th

Business Meeting

OoR: TBA
31st Guests
evening

In this issue: President’s Ramblings, Andrew Phillips, Mark Lowe QC,
the Duck Race, Mary’s Meals, St Botolph’s Tower Appeal, What’s in a
name, Freewheelers and more!
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EDITORIAL

!
Editors: Jo Portway
!!
!

& Colin Bennett

I wonder if it’s time to do a
revamp of Obiter Dicta? It’s
been in this format for a couple
of years now and although my
Fleet Street experience tells
me people like regularity in
their reading matter, this isn’t
a station bookstall selling a
‘recognise, pick up and pay for
quickly’ magazine. In fact I
sometimes wonder if anyone is
reading it other than for the
diary content. Would anyone
notice if it changed
dramatically; would anyone
care? A change of appearance
may be due ...!

!

I need to know what you, as
members, are doing. I know
there are a lot of Rotary Forum
activities taking place - mock
job interviews, prep for
upcoming events such as the
Pantomime Horse Darby Day,
Choir competition, the great
Colchester Duck Race, RYLA,
etc etc, but what else are you
involved in? If you don’t want
to write an article maybe I can
do a short interview with you?
And keep those contributions
rolling in.!

!

And on the subject of lunch (?)
we have been told that as from
the date at the top of this page
everyone will need to bring
their own cutlery to lunch as
the R&C had a slight mishap
with theirs. At least you’ll get a
fork for dessert. Don’t forget.!

!!

!!
!!
!!

Hettie Dors
(guest editor)

1st April 2018!

PRESIDENT’S RAMBLINGS

!Already 8 months into “my” Presidential year I have to tell you that one of

the most stressful tasks is to come up each month with a Ramblings without
continually thanking fellow Rotarians (although goodness knows, thanks
are well deserved) extolling the virtues of
recent meetings or trips, or generally wittering
on about Rotary. And, it is particularly hard to
avoid jargon or clichés but I think I have just
about managed it this month. Hope you agree.
As you know, I want you to support the Duck
Race. I thought you might like to know how
we came up with the idea. Well, Tony and I
touched base off line and having engaged in
some blue sky thinking decided we would ask
Dominic and Peter Hill to join us in a thought
shower. Thanks to our ability to think outside
the box, a number of ideas were run up the
flag pole so that we could see which had legs.
Luckily, at the close of play, and having peeled
the onion we were all singing from the same
song sheet and decided to action a forward
thinking community focused duck race.
We have been reaching out to all members and decided to punch the puppy
and get each member to sell (or buy) at least 40 ducks. We all have relatives
and friends so I suggest to start you pick the low hanging fruit. On that
basis the event will wash its own face. Of course you may find resistance
and you may need to play hard ball but there is no need to reinvent the
wheel or go back to the drawing board. Let’s all work together on this game
plan and remember there is no “I” in “team” so let’s put this in the back of
the net and not park it or kick it into the long grass.
We are all in the driving seat so let’s go for a quick win. Surely it’s a no
brainer.
Of course the project is still missing some bells and whistles but your
committee are working hard to dot the “I’s” and cross the “T’s” so I hope
we are all on the same page.
I think I got away with it but sorry if the odd bit of jargon crept in!

Peter
DIARY DATES:
6th to 8th April
5th April
5th April
9th April
21st April
26th April
3rd May
6th May
7th May
13th May
28th May
7th June
7th June
13th June
27th June
1st July
23rd Sept

RIBI Conference at Torquay
Youth Committee Meeting
Community Services Committee
International & Club Services Committees
Danbury RYLA heat Mid & North Essex
Club AGM and Business Meeting
Youth & Community Services Committee Meetings
Thurrock RYLA heat South Essex
International Committee Meeting
A Drive in the Country
The Duck Race!
Youth Committee Meeting
Community Services Committee
Iceni Academy Careers Talks 9-10.30
Layer Primary School Careers Talks 9-10.30
** President’s Handover **
11-3 The Pantomime Horse Derby Day Col High
Street

!
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Meeting report - Andrew Phillips (PHF) Colchester Historian - March 8

!Andrew has written at least

Businesses have changed beyond all
recognition in Colchester. For
example Marriages Mill on East
Hill had trouble finding uses for its
old industrial buildings but it has to
be noted that the modern
conversion works.

10 books and Peter Powell
showed us a remarkable
array of them. Andrew
started his talk by thanking
all of us in Rotary for the
work that we and the other
clubs do in the community.

!The Rose and Crown - the building

!Andrew intended this talk to
be a type of ‘heritage audit’.
!He noted that Colchester is

growing so fast. It may be
the oldest but it is also is the
fastest growing town. He
reminded us that Colchester’s historic core is
minute compared to Colchester itself. The town is
not only expanding but the bypass now has a
bypass.

!He was concerned that things can fall apart with

such rapid growth and "the centre cannot relate to
the other areas of the borough”. This needs to be
addressed so that those outlying communities feel
part of Colchester.

!Colchester has a huge range of things to offer
compared to other towns. “What we must ensure is
that it doesn't become a housing estate off the
A12”.

in which we have our lunch - was
originally a private house and then
onto a coaching inn, was on the
very outskirts of Colchester. But it
has moved on to success as a hotel
and it has to be remembered that
you can't just preserve old buildings
– the internal uses of the buildings have to move on
and change, hopefully with the facade remaining
the same.
He mentioned that there has been an archive
developed at the University and eventually can be
accessed by all.
Andrew went on to talk about the significant
engineering firms
and their legacy in
Colchester. These
companies were
outstanding and
punched well
above their weight
nationally and
internationally. The
spin offs from these
companies as they
(some) left the town are still in evidence.

!“Just 100 years ago you couldn't have possibly
conceived just how big the town was going to be”.
!
He expressed
!“I believe there are incredible times to come for
sadness that
businesses are no
longer passed
through families
from father to son,
and our children no
longer stay in the
town but move
around the world - a
loss and detriment
to Colchester.

!He said there is a

Facebook page
called “Colchester
for old farts and fogeys". It is a wonderland of
reminiscence but it does importantly talk about
community.

!

this town but we must make sure we pass on the
story of Colchester to our children”.

!There were some questions following about the

Circus and Heritage status.
“Colchester is in grave danger of its history being
destroyed as the south-east is saturated with new
builds” Andrew said.

!“ I believe the late Victorian period was the ‘golden

age’ of Colchester, although I think Colchester is
doing fairly well. I am involved with making sure
the baton is passed on showing what Colchester
was, Colchester is and what Colchester can be”.

!President

Peter led the vote of thanks telling
Andrew his talk was fascinating and his advocacy
on the past, the present and the future will cheer
any doubters about Colchester.
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What’s in a name by David London

Strangely I have been working on a half page filler that Jo could keep
“in store” when I learnt of Bob Light’s death. With varying degrees of
enthusiasm I’ve been sorting through the archive material I inherited
from David Judge with the intention at some point to deliver it to the
County archives in Chelmsford. The trouble is resisting the temptation
to stop to read various bits and to be ruthless in what I consider worth
keeping. I must at this point record my gratitude to the Stedmans who
always have the answer to any query I
have. Maybe Ivan should have had the
job all those years ago when it was
handed out - he was obviously there that day!
What follows is a summary of the most popular names of the 118 male
members I have traced – sorry Forum ladies you have no duplication so it is
“un nom” each. The favourite name and by this I mean the one they were
known as in the club is John – 13 of them. Pleasingly with 10 then comes
David, followed by Peter 8, Richard(Dick) with 7 and Robert(Bob) with 5.
Tom and Tony have 4 each and to complete the “top 10” with 3 each Alan,
Mike(Michael), Nigel, Ray and Robin. Yes I know that makes more than ten!
Ignoring – if I dare - the current members we’ve had one Arthur, Bernard, Cyril, Danny, Derek, Don, Fred,
George, Gerald, Graham, Hans, Harry, Jack, Keith, Malcolm, Maurice, Nat, Patrick, Ram and Vic. Those
underlined being founder members.
Quite what this proves about our parents’ aspirations from the 1920’s onwards I don’t know and with some
of our founder members we were talking that far back! Some of the names will bring back good memories
and other perhaps not! All however united in the idea of service before self!

!

****************************************************************

!

Brain Teaser!
Our thanks to Robin Twinn for this brain teaser. How
appropriate! Time yourself …how long does it take you
to solve this puzzle? What are graphics trying to name?

!!
!!
!

!!

****************************************************************

!

The Duck Race!
Don’t forget to mark your diaries - Monday 28th May,
Castle Park, THE FORUM DUCK RACE.

!

Every member is asked to reach a target of selling 40
ducks.

!

All proceeds go to the Colchester Cancer
Centre
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Mark Lowe Q.C. by Robin Smith

!Mark Lowe informed us that he is a local boy

Mark then gave an example of one of the characters he

He remembered his second completion where he
attended a local solicitors at Coggeshall – Beaumont &
Sansom. He was shown into a room and handed the
documents, but despite looking through them quite
thoroughly could not find the conveyance and other
deeds. Beaumont & Sansom had realised that this was
one of his first completions and deliberately held back a
couple of documents to see if he would notice!
He related another completion story with another local
firm Marshall & Sutton. His meeting was with Jack
Sutton, a senior conveyancer who asked for the bankers'
draft before all the documentation had been exchanged.
When pointed out to Mr Sutton that he hadn't seen all the
necessary documents, Jack Sutton couldn't find the
missing documents in his pile. It was only when a
member of his staff came into the room and asked Jack
to stand up that the missing documents were found on
the seat that Jack had been sitting on.
Mark said that he had briefly worked at an Agricultural
Laboratory, but found that was not the life for him, he
had only known the Law. He taught law at Chelmsford
for a year before being offered pupillage with Tony
Scrivenor (who became one of the leading Criminal
Silks of his time ).
He was made a Recorder (Part time Circuit judge ) in
1990. Was appointed an Assistant Boundaries
Commissioner – this involved deciding upon changes to
boundaries of Constituencies. He has never been called
upon, He did write to the Chief Boundaries
Commissioner to enquire why and was told that at that
time there weren't any! He took silk in 1996.

only after someone had pointed out to the barrister that
he was not standing on the right step could the Judge
hear him!
He now deals with Planning matters, which consists of a
brief fee which only covers the first day, other days are
covered by refreshers. He gave an example of a
Chancery friend of his who was in court with a junior
counsel who was constantly writing. He asked the junior
what he was writing – the response was 'Remember the
Refreshers'.(A refresher fee is paid for every day or part
of the day spent in court after the first day).
He recounted his first case in front of The Commissioner
for Wrecks. This involved the sinking of the M.V.
Burtonia. This ship was carrying a load of lead from
Immingham to the Continent and Mark was acting for
the owners of the lead, and the inference was that the
lead shifted in heavy weather. There were two surviving
witnesses who gave evidence, the other crew members,
Filipinos had left the ship before it sank. The Master
who stayed with the ship refused to accept that she was
foundering and went down with the ship. He found this
to be one of his most moving cases. Another being the
Southend Wall of Death murder case. Hans and Lotte
were two Austrians that would ride their motorbikes
around the Wall of Death at the Kursaal. Marks' client
had become infatuated with Lotte, so much so that he
moved in with them to look after them. The client knifed
Hans and was subsequently charged with his murder.
Mark was lead by Tony Scrivenor Q.C. at the trial. Tony
Scrivenor thought that the defendant might have a
defence due to his infatuation in looking after Lotte and

had encountered during his career: Sir Harold Cassel
having been born in Fingringhoe and educated at
who was on occasions not known for reading his brief
Colchester Grammar School, where he met Andrew
prior to entering court. In this particular instance Sir
Crayston at the age of about eleven. His earliest
Harold had not opened his brief and did so in front of the
memories of Andrew are of them pelting each other
jury and stated “It would appear that I am acting for the
with apples!
prosecution in this case which is a
He acknowledged several
burglary”! He managed to get away
of the Rotarians present –
this.
Robert Jacklin – Sparling
Mark said that when he first started at
Benham & Brough a firm
the Bar there were between 2000 and
of Solicitors that his
3000 members, now it was nearer
30,000. There are 20-30% women
father had once been
Judges. The President of the Supreme
associated with. Robin
Court is a woman. The growth in the
Smith who had delivered
Bar has meant a growth in work but
briefs to him at the very
barristers needed to specialise in
start of his career. Then,
numerous fields. He spent fifteen
our President Peter
years as a Common Law Barrister,
Powell – Ellisons a firm
and remembered well, doing
for which he spent time
undefended divorce cases at Ipswich
with on work experience. President Peter with Mark Lowe and Robert County Court at £12.00. a case plus
Jacklin
Taking the role of post
£4.00 no local bar fee. He
boy delivering post to
remembered going to the Companies
Court stating to the Judge that the list is negative and
local businesses, solicitors etc. He progressed and
asked for the usual order. He had no idea what he was
was tasked with acting on completions – An art of
talking about!
the Law of Property Act 1925. This involved
He remembered a member of the Bar presenting a
visiting Vendor solicitors' offices exchanging
winding up petition to a Judge, and the Judge saying that
completion statement, abstract of title and handing
he couldn't hear him. The barrister shouted to the Judge,
over a bankers' draft.
who again responded that he couldn't hear him. It was
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their home. Dr. Richard Fox, an eminent local
psychiatrist, together with a female psychiatrist, were
instructed to carry out an examination of the defendant
and came to the conclusion that the defendant did in fact
suffer a syndrome that was put forward as a defence.
The Jury acquitted the defendant of murder but found
him guilty of manslaughter and he was duly sentenced to
a period of imprisonment. Each year Mark would get a
Christmas card from the defendant from prison, but upon
his release he got a card signed by the defendant which
also included a female name. The name rang a bell but
Mark couldn't remember where he had seen this name.
In passing he showed the
card to Tony Scrivenor to
see if he recognised the
name. Tony immediately
recognised the name as that
of the female psychiatrist!
He was obviously now
looking after her and her
home.
Mark mentioned two senior
members of his chambers –
Raymond Sears, who was
very laid back and Malcolm
Spence who was extremely
serious. Malcolm was an
ardent horse race enthusiast
and lived near Epsom and followed the races.
On one occasion he was in court and had a small TV
screen fitted to his lectern and discreetly wore an
earpiece so that he could follow the racing. He had a
junior at the time so it wasn't interfering with the case.
Unfortunately, he was asked a question and jumped up to
respond when the earpiece was noticed. Sympathy came
from the bench (assuming it to be a hearing aid) and
Malcolm had to spend the rest of the case with this
earpiece in place! He reminded members of the well
known Law Report – 1972 WLR P243 – R v. Collins.
This was an appeal in which the appellant was appealing
against his conviction for burglary with the intent to
rape. There having to be a trespass to commit burglary.
This offence took place in the Castle Park area. An 18
year old girl who had partaken a quantity of drink had
retired to bed, and as was her normal practice, wore no
night apparel. At about 3.30-4.00.am. She awoke to see a
figure by her window but couldn't make out whether he
was in or outside the room. The figure was a man who
was naked, blonde and was sexually aroused. She
thought it was her boyfriend and invited him to her bed.
It was only after sex had taken place and this person
began to talk when she realised that it was not her
boyfriend. This burglar then scarpered out of the window
and it was noticed that he was wearing only socks,
which he later explained, that it made a quick exit down
the ladder easier if the girls' mother appeared. The
Judges felt they were unable to express a view and the
appeal was won.
Andrew Crayston gave the vote of thanks reminding
Mark he still bore the scars from the apple fights!
Ed: Our thanks to contributor Robin Smith for writing
this report. Great job.

!
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MARY’S MEALS!
A thank you from Magnus
!
I am writing

to offer you
my most
sincere thanks
for your
r e c e n t
donation of
£500.00, an
act of wonderful kindness that is bringing food,
education and hope to children who receive Mary’s
Meals. Every gift makes an amazing difference to
the lives of hungry children, and donations made in
response to our Double The Love match-funding
campaign are having even more of an impact.
For children like 14-year-old Chisomo, who lives
in Lirangwe,
Malawi, with her
parents and six
siblings, the cup
of
phala
(porridge) served
at school is more
than a hot meal. It
is a wonderful
message of love that reaches more than 1.2 million
hungry children every school day.
When we met Chisomo, there was barely any food
at home, and her parents were working in other
people’s fields to earn money to buy maize. At
weekends and after school, Chisomo and her
siblings would join them.
Yet, despite the
challenges she is facing, Chisomo remains focused
on her studies, knowing that she can count on
eating one tasty, nutritious meal every school day,
which gives her strength and energy to play and
work hard in class. Chisomo said: “I want to be a
doctor in the future because I want to assist other
people. My favourite classes are English, maths and
agriculture.”
Your love and generosity are helping to make
changes for a better future for Chisomo and so
many other hungry children. On behalf of the
1,230,171 children in 15 countries, who will eat
Mary’s Meals in school today, I thank you most
sincerely for your kindness.
Yours sincerely,

!M a g n u s

MacFarlaneBarrow
CEO, Mary's Meals

!!
!!

!!
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St Botolph’s Tower Appeal Concert - 24th March by Peter Powell & Ian Dewis

!On Saturday Francoise and I were privileged to attend a concert at St

Botolph’s church organised by the redoubtable and indefatigable Ian
Dewis and other Forum members, and sponsored by Hunnaballs, in aid
of the church tower. The
concert featured the St
Edmundsbury Male Voice
Choir (which Ian has recently
joined) and the Swing
Express Big Band and both
provided an absolutely first
rate professional musical
experience which varied from
opera to Burt Bacharach for
the choir and featured the classics of
Glen Miller etc for the Band. Well
done Ian and crew !

!The church of the 12th Century Priory of St Botolph in Colchester was used as

the parish church until it was severely damaged during the Civil War. Later, a
growing population led to
pressure for a new church of
St. Botolph, which was
dedicated in 1837.
Its
architecture, inside and out,
reflects that of the
neighbouring Priory ruins.
The church is dominated by a
massive tower, now the source of major problems. The condition
of its roof is very poor and the parapet gutters are beyond repair
and must be renewed.
The height of the tower makes it
susceptible to high winds making the roof slates vulnerable to
wind lift and shattering. Storms have resulted in serious tower
roof leaks. The masonry of the walls of the tower has suffered
from bird fouling and vegetation growth which have also led to
leaks.
As well as being a parish church, St Botolph's is of immense value to the wider community. It provides a warm,
welcoming environment for many people - particularly the young, the elderly and the disadvantaged - to be
entertained, to entertain others, to be informed and advised, to care and be cared for, and to support each other. In
2017, it was used on 328 days by a total of 38 different organisations. The future of all these activities would be
put at risk if the tower roof were not repaired. Plans are in place to construct a new roof structure with better falls
and water dispersal. The slates will be replaced and the problems on the walls will be eliminated at the same time.
The cost of the project is about £170,000. By appealing to charitable trusts and individual donors, and by
organising countless fundraising events, the church has raised more than £155,000, but that still leaves about
£15,000 to find. Hence the concert organised by Colchester Forum Rotary Club.
A fabulous evening and further information will be in OD in future on the amount raised.

!

St. Helena School by John Russell
On 7 March ten members of Forum, along with participants from various
other organisations, conducted mock interviews with nearly 200 students
at St Helena’s School. Although facing a number of diﬃculties, not the
least of which was having to sit for four hours in a large bitterly cold
sports hall, the feedback from the school was very positive. Hollie
Thorman, the Careers Coordinator, wrote "all the students said they
enjoyed the interviews and felt it had been a valuable learning
experience".
Unfortunately, due to the school being closed the previous week because
of the snow, the students had missed lessons and as a result very few
CVs and letters were presented. Many thanks to all who attended.
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FREEWHEELERS!
22nd

Lunch on
March 2018
Our latest venue, chosen and arranged by Ann Stedman – thank you Ann – was an ideal choice for our
friends in Layer as it was virtually on their doorstep. We were again favoured with a beautiful warm and
sunny spring day for our outing. The Donkey and Buskins, now
classed as a Country Gastropub, offering B&B accommodation
Ann, Rachel & Liz
has a very neat and attractive
exterior and inside, a relaxed
and welcoming ambiance. One
of their attractions is that they
offer a wide selection of gins
and gin based drinks which are
the ‘in thing’ at the moment.
Seated at a long table in one of
the small dining rooms, within
easy reach of the bar counter
there was a wide choice of
fare on offer. Ever conscious
of waistlines, most opted for the smaller version of dishes which proved
very adequate. Everyone’s choice was attractively presented and tasted as
good as it looked.
One of the main topics of conversation was the news that a non-British
company had been chosen to print the new British passports. We were all
encouraged by Pauline to express our displeasure at this decision by writing to the Home Secretary.
It was a delight to see photos of Geraldine and John’s new grandchild, their sixth, Elliot, born while they
were in the jungle in South America and we offer congratulations to the proud grandparents and parents.

!Birthdays:
April 4
April 29

Geraldine Russell
Chris Hill

April 26?

Lunch at The Anchor, Nayland,
Please contact Rachel Hills by the Monday before.

!!
Future Events:
!

April 6
May 23

Di Rawlinson
Rachel Hills

Breaking news - NEXT MONTH: The move for Age Concern to their new premises

